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The weather

General description

The aim of this project was to enlarge student’s knowledge about the “Weather” by using other methods than the traditional ones, like 

digital resources of cultural heritage, audio visuals and EdMuse platform. With a multidisciplinary vision we can develop curiosity and 

willing to learn on students. 

The two classes involved on the project were from the third grade. With the main class C6 – 25 students – we used EdMuse resources 

(experimental one), with the secondary class C5 – 28 students- we used the traditional methods (control one).    

It was interesting and motivator and they showed a lot of enthusiasm and dynamic. They reveal a great interest using EdMuse

resources to search everything that they could know about the weather, besides what was shown during the class. They reveal little 

knowledge about museums, and the idea that they have about museums is much reduced. On their ideas museums only have 

furniture, old cars, and ancient statues.  

Method

The experimental class had specific 

guidelines: we used digital resources 

and introduced musicological and 

heritage resources from 

-EdMuse platform: 

-Galileo Museum;

-National Art Museum;

-Van Gogh Museum.

During the class we used differentiated

strategies:

Slides shows, vídeos, music, music

lyrics from portuguese songwriters

On conclusion is from all interest that

multidisciplinary would be used. Museums

are a very rich information source on the

majority of school themes, besides that,

they give us a very comprehensive scientific

knowledge. I would like to mark the use of

Information and Communication

Technologies importance, since the students

show curiosity on their results on pre and

post-test.

Results and Conclusions
The first questionnaire was made with 53 students, 25 from C6, the main class, and 28 from C5, the secondary class. In general all the 

students showed up some problems giving the right answer. 
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what Climate means to you?

How can we forecast weather?

Could people forecast the weather in ancient times?

I which scale we record temperature by using a thermometer?

What does contain a usual thermometer?

What does a barometer measures?

Do we measure rainfall with special instruments?

In which temperature water can be turned to ice?

Do artists depict weather in paintings or compose music on the…

Describe in short text, how weather affects peoples’ jobs. (open …

Control Class
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The results of the questionnaires of students who have 

used the EdMuse approach have showed increased 

learning compared to students of control group. 

On conclusion is from all interest that multidisciplinary 

would be used. Museums are a very rich information 

source on the majority of school themes, besides that, 

they give us a very comprehensive scientific knowledge. 

The use of Information and Communication Technologies 

importance, since the students show curiosity on their 

results on pre and post-test. 
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